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Production and hosting byAbstract Metavolcanic rocks hosting base metal sulphide mineralization, and belonging to the Kid
Metamorphic Complex, are exposed in the Samra-Tarr area, Southern Sinai. The rocks consist of slightly
metamorphosed varicolored porphyritic lavas of rhyolite-to-andesite composition, and their equivalent
pyroclastics. Geochemically, these metavolcanics are classified as high-K calc-alkaline, metaluminous
andesites, trachyandesites, dacites, and rhyolites. The geochemical characteristics of these metavolcanics
strongly point to their derivation from continental crust in an active continental margin. The sulphide
mineralization in these metavolcanics occurs in two major ore zones, and is represented by four distinct
styles of mineralization. The mineralization occurs either as low-grade disseminations or as small
massive pockets. The associated hydrothermal alterations include carbonatization, silicification, sericiti-
zation and argillic alterations. The base metal sulphide mineralization is epigenetic and was formed by
hydrothermal solutions associated with subduction-related volcanic activity.
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Elsevier1. Introduction
Neoproterozoic basement rocks are exposed in the Sinai Penin-
sula, south of latitude 29N and constitute jointly with those in the
northern Eastern Desert of Egypt, the most extreme northwestern
part of the ArabianeNubian Shield. The area investigated in this
study (Samra-Tarr area; 67 km2) is located in the southeastern part
of Sinai between longitudes 34170e34230E and latitudes
28100e28140N, and belongs to the Kid Metamorphic Complex
(Fig. 1). The main four Neoproterozoic metamorphic complexes
of Sinai, Feiran-Solaf, Taba, Sa’al-Zaghra and Kid complexes
have been extensively investigated, but their geology still remains
a matter of debate and controversy, most probably due to the
Figure 1 Basic geological map of the Kid Metamorphic Complex in SE Sinai, Egypt (after Shimron, 1980). The figure on the left is a map of
the Sinai Peninsula showing the regional extent of Neoproterozoic basement rocks. Dark grey areas represent the four metamorphic complexes of
the southern Sinai: Kid, Feiran-Solaf, Sa’al-Zaghra and Taba.
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by large tracts of granitoid intrusions.
The Kid Metamorphic Complex (KMC; Eliwa et al., 2008)
represents a volcano-sedimentary succession of island-arc character
(Shimron, 1980) that underwent polyphase deformation and low-
pressure metamorphism, ranging in grade from greenschist facies in
the south to amphibolite facies in the centre and the north (Shimron,
1980; Furnes et al., 1985; Blasband et al., 1997, 2000; Brooijmans
et al., 2003). The metavolcanic rocks in the southern part of the
KMC have received lesser attention as compared with those of the
central and northern parts. This is largely because of their weak
metamorphic character compared to the metasediments (Um Zariq
Formation) and metavolcanics (Malhaq Formation) in the central and
northern parts of the KMC, which offer a wealth of structural data and
an opportunity to study the details of the amphibolite facies meta-
morphic history (e.g. Shimron, 1980, 1983, 1987; Reymer, 1983;
Reymer et al., 1984; Furnes et al., 1985; El-Gaby et al., 1991; Blas-
band et al., 1997, 2000; Brooijmans et al., 2003; Abu El-Enen, 2008;
Eliwa et al., 2008; Fowler et al., 2010). Furthermore, geochemical and
petrogenetic investigations of the KMCmetavolcanic units are mostly
restricted to Malhaq Formation in the northern part (e.g. Furnes et al.,
1985; Ghoneim et al., 1985; Hassanen, 1992; El-Metwally et al., 1999;
Abu El-Enen, 2008; El-Bialy, 2010). Base metal sulphides and albititemasses are the main types of mineralization occurring in the Samra-
Tarr area. Ancient Egyptians had tried to explore and exploit the
sulphide mineralization in many localities within the investigated area
as inferred from the presence of numerous trenches and open pits.
Recently, the albitite masses have been exploited and mined for
ceramics industry. Sulphide mineralization, mainly those of copper, in
and adjacent to the investigated area were reported and studied in
previous works (Hilmy and Mohsen, 1966; Shimron, 1975; Abdallah,
1989; El Makky, 1990; Soliman et al., 1996; El Nashar and Niazy,
1997; Hegazi et al., 1998).
This contribution aims to study the poorly documented Heib
Formation metavolcanics, and to document the salient petrological
and geochemical features of these Neoproterozoic metavolcanics.
We also attempt to characterize the tectonic environment, source
rock, and the petrogenetic processes involved in the genesis of
these rocks. Our study also sheds some light on the character of
the sulphide mineralization and the nature of associated alteration.2. Regional geology
The Samra-Tarr area constitutes the southern part of the KMC,
which comprises thick volcano-sedimentary sequence and plutonic
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et al., 1984; Furnes et al., 1985; Abu El-Enen et al., 2003; Abu El-
Enen, 2008). The Kid volcano-sedimentary succession was divided
by Shimron (1980) into the Malhaq, Um Zariq, Heib, and Tarr
Formations (Fig. 1), which have experienced upper greenschist to
amphibolite facies metamorphism (Shimron, 1987; Brooijmans
et al., 2003; Abu El-Enen, 2008; Eliwa et al., 2008). The meta-
morphic grade increases from south toward the west-central and
northern parts of the complex (Brooijmans et al., 2003). The total
stratigraphic thickness of the volcano-sedimentary succession
shows marked variation between a maximum of 12,000 m
(Shimron, 1987) and a minimum of about 1500 m (Blasband et al.,
1997), and in-between estimates of 3500 m (Reymer, 1983).
The Malhaq Formation comprises a series of metavolcanics of
mainly acidic to intermediate varieties with minor basic compo-
sition (Shimron, 1981, 1983). This formation includes vesicular
lavas, coarse pyroclastics and finely bedded tuffs, and their
derived sediments of conglomerates, pebbly greywackes and
pelites. It has been described as backarc/arc-related calc-alkaline
volcanics and sediments (Furnes et al., 1985; Ghoneim et al.,
1985; Abu El-Enen, 2008).
The Umm Zariq Formation is dominated by quartz-rich meta-
pelites and metapsammites (graphitic phyllites and mica schists)
that are interbedded with lithic metagreywackes, related metatuffs
and minor lavas of silicic and intermediate composition. These
metasediments are sometimes pebbly and show grading, ripple
cross-lamination, load casts and slumping. The Um Zariq meta-
sediments have been interpreted as a deep-water flyschoid sequence
accumulated in an oceanic trench (Shimron, 1980) or as originally
active continental margin shales (Abu El-Enen et al., 2003).
The Heib Formation is a mixed sequence of metasediments and
metavolcanics. Metavolcanics are represented by porphyritic
lavas, ignimbrites and pyroclastics of rhyolitic and andesitic
composition. The metasedimentary succession contains a signifi-
cantly thick sequence of turbiditic slate and greywacke (Beda
Turbidites) and cobble and boulder conglomerate beds and lenses
with clasts. The rocks display a lower metamorphic grade than the
Umm Zariq and Malhaq Formations and are less deformed. TheFigure 2 Simplified geological map of the Samra-Tarr area. Location
indicated in the inset map.rocks are thought to be of island-arc volcanic origin and deposited
in a marine environment (Furnes et al., 1985).
The Tarr Formation, exposed in the southern parts of the Wadi
Kid, is dominantly a metasedimentary sequence consisting of
metaconglomerates, metapelites and metapsammites, in which
melanges and felsic flows can be recognized. The interesting
features of the Tarr Formation are minor intrusions of albitite and
carbonatite (Shimron, 1975; Soliman et al., 1992; Blasy et al.,
2001; Azer et al., 2010). Suggested basinal environments for the
Tarr Formation include fore-arc and accretionary prism (Shimron,
1983, 1984). Generally, the metamorphic grade in the Tarr
Formation is greenschist, and is therefore of lower grade than the
rocks in the central and northern Wadi Kid area (Atalla, 1989;
Blasband et al., 1997).
Geochronologically, the deposition of the KMC sediments and
volcanics has been dated at 615 15 Ma by Bielski (1982), though
more recent estimates place the timing at around 770e650Ma range
(Navon and Reymer, 1984; Reymer et al., 1984; Blasband et al.,
1997). Very recently, Stern et al. (2010) determined the age for
clasts within the Heib Formation (585  8 Ma), which adds more
contradiction and ambiguity to the age of deposition of the KMC
rocks. Furthermore, someworkers concluded that main amphibolite
phase of metamorphism started at about 620 Ma ago (Ayalon et al.,
1987; Eliwa et al., 2004).
In addition to the aforementioned metamorphic volcano-
sedimentary formations, the KMC includes the Quneia Forma-
tion and the Shahira gabbro-diorite (metaplutonics). The Quneia
Formation consists of foliated and lineated diorites and tonalites
with occasional mafic xenoliths and/or microgranular enclaves.
Comparable subduction-related I-type diorites (Furnes et al.,
1985; Ahmed et al., 1993) in the Nuweiba area, about 100 km
north of the KMC, gave an RbeSr whole-rock age of
581  11 Ma (Moghazi et al., 1998). The Shahira gabbro-diorite
occurs as a single large intrusive body in the northern part of the
KMC. It was described by Furnes et al. (1985) as a layered
gabbroic and dioritic intrusive massif and was dated at
570  4 Ma by Moghazi et al. (1998) and more recently at
632  4 Ma by Be’eri-Shlevin et al. (2009).of the mapped area within the Kid Metamorphic Complex (KMC) is
Figure 3 Field photographs and photomicrographs showing: (a) rounded block-sized cognate lithics in meta-agglomerate (Heib Formation).
(b) Carbonate lenses intercalated in tuffaceous mudstones (Tarr Formation). (c) Matrix-supported conglomerate (Heib Formation). (d) Green
copper staining along fracture planes in a meta-rhyolitic flow outcrop (WGH ore zone). (e) Mineralized stockwork of intersecting quartz veins in
meta-andesitic rock (WS ore zone). (f) Extensive seritization of a plagioclase phenocryst and the groundmass in metandesitic lava (XPL view).
(g) Part of secondary granular calcite pocket, tightening to narrow vein in meta-dacite (XPL view). (h) Nest of secondary granular interlocked
quartz in a microcrystalline groundmass of a rhyodacitic rock (XPL view).
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and south by the late Pan-African Younger Granites. This unit
includes quartzemonzonite, granodioriteemonzogranite, and
syenogranite verities. Most of these granitic rocks are broadly A-
type, late- to post-orogenic and have been dated to 580e595 Ma
(Ali et al., 2009), or 602e612 Ma (Be’eri-Shlevin et al., 2009).
3. Geology of Samra-Tarr area
The Neoproterozoic basement rocks exposed in Samra-Tarr area
include metasediments, metavolcanics (flows and pyroclastics),
Kid Conglomerate, albitite, and Younger Granites (Fig. 2). These
rocks, except for the Younger Granites have been strongly
tectonized, sheared, altered and in some places show sulphide
mineralization. They are crosscut by various types of disseminated
sulphide-bearing dykes and veins.
3.1. The metavolcanic host rocks
The metavolcanics of the volcano-sedimentary Heib Formation
consist of slightly metamorphosed varicolored porphyritic flows of
rhyolite-to-andesite composition together with their composi-
tionally equivalent pyroclastics. Lava flows and pyroclastics
commonly occur in separate outcrops, but in some places both
units are interbedded.
Lava flows are mainly rhyolites, rhyodacites, dacites, tra-
chyandesites and andesites with minor andesitic basalts. They
occur as alternations of massive sheets up to 25 m thick each,
extending laterally for several hundreds of meters. These rocks are
sporadically intercalated with carbonate rocks. In the field, they
can be recognized by their aphanetic microcrystalline textures and
a strongly developed flow banding.
The pyroclastic rocks have markedly more felsic composition
relative to their effusive counterparts, being principally of rhyoli-
tesedacite composition. Themajority of the pyroclastics observed in
this metavolcanic unit are classified as tuffs since the average grain
size of their pyroclasts is less than 2 mm. The less common coarser
grained pyroclastics include lapillistone and/or lapilli-tuff and
agglomerate (Fig. 3a). Compressed pumaceous fragments, or
fiamme, are often recognized in ash-flow welded tuffs, which are
characterized by a distinct eutaxitic texture. Another important tuff
variety is laminated tuffs, which are so dense and welded, and are
characterized by marked parallel laminations (1e5 cm width) and
micro-scale folding. Most of the mineralized lava and pyroclastic
bodies are strongly silicified and have been subjected to significant
argillic alteration. They also display secondary green copper staining.
3.2. Country rocks
The metasediment outcrops belonging to the Tarr Formation show
greenschist facies metamorphism and comprise biotiteemuscovite
schists, sandstones, pebbly mudstones and conglomerates. Also,
limestone and dolomites occur either as layers interbedded with
the sandstones or stacks capping them or as lenses intercalated in
the mudstone strata (Fig. 3b).
The Kid Conglomerates occur at the top of the Heib Formation
in tectonic contact with the Tarr Formation. These conglomerates
form a continuous NE-trending thick belt (z400 m) crossing the
mapped area (Fig. 2). They show crude graded bedding, and are
polymictic with well rounded to flattened metavolcanic and met-
asedimentary clasts (up to 1 m length) embedded in a finer grainedtuffeceous matrix. Two types of metaconglomerates are identified;
matrix-supported and clast-supported conglomerates (Khalaf,
2004). The former type occurs as massive units lacking any
internal structure and comprises very poorly sorted pebble to
cobble sized clasts in a muddy sand matrix (Fig. 3c).
Younger granites occur as a minor exposure in the extreme
southwestern corner of the mapped area, but they form voluminous
expanses of granitic plutons to the south and west. The mapped
Younger Granites intrude the metavolcanics and metasediments,
and are identified in the field as syenogranites. In hand specimen,
these rocks exhibit varying shades of red and pink and have
medium- to coarse-grained granular texture. Biotite is the only
mafic silicate and its relative abundance can discriminate them into
leucocratic and biotite syenogranites. These syenogranites are part
of the Lathi pluton, which has been dated using UePb zircon
techniques by Be’eri-Shlevin et al. (2009) as 604  4 Ma.
Albitites occur as small irregular intrusions among which the
main body (z1.5 km2) is exposed at the upstream of Wadi Tarr
(Fig. 2). The albitite masses intrude into the metavolcanics and
metasediments with sharp intrusive contacts exhibiting extensive
brecciation and alteration of the surrounding country rocks.
Intensive jointing is common in all the albitite bodies, and
becomes more closely-spaced near the contact with the country
rocks. Albitites are grayish white, fine- to medium-grained gran-
ular or porphyritic rocks which consist wholly of albite and minor
quartz, decomposed mafics and opaques.
4. Petrography of the metavolcanic rocks
This section is based on the investigation of 43 samples of which
31 samples are lava flows and 12 samples are pyroclastics.
4.1. Lava flows
Lava flows are petrographically discriminated into rhyolites,
rhyodacites, dacites, trachyandesites and quartz andesites.
According to the relative proportion of the phenocryst phases,
rhyolites are either porphyritic or aphyric. The aphyric rhyolites are
composed mainly of plagioclase and biotite microlites and opaque
microphenocrysts, embedded in a siliceous cryptocrystalline to
microcrystalline felsitic groundmass containing small patches of
clear recrystallized quartz (0.1e0.3 mm) and microspherulites.
Porphyritic rhyolites consist chiefly of quartz, sanidine and anor-
thoclase and plagioclase phenocrysts, with subordinate biotite and
hornblende, set in a microcrystalline groundmass of quartz, alkali
feldspar microlites, granophyre  tiny flakes of chlorite and dusty
opaques.
The rhyodacites have porphyritic texture with plagioclase
(An10e16), quartz, sanidine, and hornblende phenocrysts as well as
opaques in a felty groundmass composed of lath-like microlites of
alkali feldspar and plagioclase, quartz, chlorite flakes and opaques.
Dacites exhibit porphyritic, glomeroporphyritic, and seriate
textures. Plagioclase (An5e13) is the dominant phenocryst in these
lavas, reaching up to 60% of the rock volume. Plagioclase pheno-
crysts and glomerocrysts (An5e13) are embedded in felty to pilotaxitic
microcrystalline mesostasis of plagioclase lathes, interstitial quartz,
and dispersed flakey biotite/chlorite and minute granular opaques.
Trachyandesites show strongly porphyritic texture and consist
of abundant plagioclase and K-feldspar phenocrysts (z50% of the
rock volume) with few hornblende microphenocryst (<0.5 mm),
embedded in a. partly pilotaxitic microcrystalline groundmass
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and amphibole.
Quartz andesites are strongly porphyritic lavas, dominated by
hornblende (about 40% of the rock volume) together with
subsidiary phenocrysts of quartz and highly epidotized plagioclase
microphenocrysts (0.5e0.1 mm) in fine-grained microcrystalline
felty-textured groundmass of plagioclase and hornblende micro-
lites, interstitial quartz, chlorite and opaques.
4.2. Pyroclastics
On the basis of their average pyroclast size and mineralogy, the
majority of the observed pyroclastics are identified as rhyoli-
ticedacitic tuffs. Tuffs are further classified according to the
relative proportions of their juvenile components into vitric tuffs,
which are rather divetrified, crystal tuffs and lithic tuffs. Vitric
tuffs prevail over the other varieties of tuffs and are dominated by
glass shards and pumaceous fragments. They are further
discriminated according to their texture and degree of welding
into incipiently welded tuffs (vitroclastic-textured), ignimbrites
(eutaxitic-textured) and laminated tuffs. Crystal tuffs have
a prominent fragmental texture in which abundant crystals and
crystal fragments (either juvenile or accidental) of various sizes
and types are embedded in a felsic cryptocrystalline matrix. Lithic
tuffs comprise two main varieties. The first one, which plausibly
represents reworked tuffs, is composed of firmly packed lithic
fragments dominated mostly by cognate volcanic rock fragments
with minor accidental one. The second variety is rather welded,
contains almost cognate lithics.
5. Mineralization
5.1. Ore zones
The sulphide mineralization in Samra-Tarr metavolcanics are
grouped into two main ore zones namely the Wadi Khashm El-
Fakh-Wadi Samra (WKFS) ore zone and the Wadi Tarr (WT) ore
zone. These two zones are quite different in their sulphide
contents, attitude and alteration effects. The indicator of miner-
alization may be speculated by the presence of well-developed
iron oxides-rich crust “gossans” and green copper carbonate
staining on the rock surfaces (Fig. 3d). The WKFS ore zone is
further divided into three parallel and successive sub-zones from
north to south with no distinct inter-boundaries; Wadi Ghoraby El-
Hatmiya (WGH), Wadi Khashm El-Fakh (WKF) and Wadi Samra
(WS) sub-zones.
5.2. Mineralization styles in the WKFS ore zone
Four styles of sulphides mineralization have been documented in
the metavolcanic rocks of the WKFS ore zone. The WGH sub-
zone represents the largest mineralized and gossanous outcrop in
the WKFS zone. The mineralization occurs in two main horizons.
The largest one is an oxidized quartz vein (2 m thick; Long.
281206900N and Lat. 342103500E) containing green and blue
copper carbonate staining, mainly malachite and azurite, and
intruding in a high hill (245 m.s.l.) of metavolcanics at the
northern bank of Wadi Ghoraby El-Hatmiya along fractures and
cracks. The quartz vein and its related mineralized aureole extend
about 400 m in N60W direction, until it disappears from the
surface at the foot of the hill. Small pockets of galena are observedin hand specimen obtained from the lower parts of this horizon.
The second ore horizon (210 m a s l) is also located at the northern
bank of Wadi Ghoraby El-Hatmiya. This horizon is characterized
by blue and green malachite and azurite staining outcrop of
metavolcanics (approximately 350  15 m) and a cross-cutting
basic dyke (1 m). It is distinguished from the former horizon by
the absence of any quartz veins and the scarcity of gossanous
materials. The mineralized zone extends in an N45E direction,
approximately perpendicular to the former zone. The mineralized
bodies are controlled mainly by the NNWeSSE fracture
trends and are localized and concentration of ore minerals
increases at the intersection points of NNWeSSE and NEeSW
directions.
Sulphide mineralization of the WKF sub-zone is somewhat
similar to that of the lower horizon of WGH. The mineralization
occurs as a series of fracture-filling materials, defined in the field
by their bright green and red colors due to the oxidation of the
sulphide minerals, forming malachite and iron oxides. At the
entrance of WKF and its tributaries, the mineralization is
controlled by a system of fractures trending N55e65W. Addi-
tionally, disseminated sulphide mineralization also occurs in
a series of quartz veins of a few centimeters width, extending
approximately in the same direction.
Sulphide mineralization in Wadi Samra (WS) sub-zone
includes two styles. The first and the most important one occurs
as a system of intersecting randomly oriented quartz veins (few
centimeters thick), forming stockwork, cutting through the meta-
volcanic rocks (Fig. 3e) and containing low dissemination of
chalcopyrite and pyrite as well as small pockets (1e5 cm)
of galena. The second style is represented by high dissemination
of pyrite crystals (w20% by volume) in many sheared rhyolitic
ignimbrite sheets (1e3 m), along both sides of Wadi Samra upper
course.
5.3. Mineralization styles in the WT ore zone
This zone occupies the northern part of the Wadi Tarr (WT), and is
bounded to the west by Wadi Kid and to the west by Wadi Tarr
itself. The main trench (w400 m a s l) extends in NEeSW
direction for several hundreds of meters length and width. In
addition, a number of shallow trenches are excavated in the
metavolcanic rocks throughout this zone. The gossans covering
the mineralization are more or less linear in shape and vary in
character from strongly massive hematite to merely iron-stained
rocks associated with copper carbonate staining. The meta-
volcanic rocks are barren from quartz veins, but silicification of
the metavolcanic rocks especially the dacitic verities is frequently
observed. The mineralized body extends in an NEeSW direction,
parallel to the main foliation trend of the metavolcanic rocks. The
linear shape of the mineralized body and its strike parallel to the
foliation suggest the influence of structural elements on control-
ling its localization.
5.4. Associated hydrothermal alterations
Intense pervasive and fissural post-magmatic hydrothermal alter-
ations are commonly associated with the metavolcanic rocks in
the ore zones. In the field, the alteration of host rocks can be traced
for a few meters around the mineralized bodies with no distinct
zonation. Microscopically, these alterations are broadly catego-
rized into carbonatization, silicification, sericitic and argillic
alterations.
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plagioclase whether found as phenocrysts or groundmass constit-
uent in dacites and andesites (Fig. 3f). Plagioclase phenocrysts are
variably replaced by secondary muscovite scales, with their cores
more susceptible than the margins. Carbonatization is more
common in pyroclastic rocks, than in lava flows. In many cases
calcite occurs as a pervasive replacement of phenocrysts, ground-
mass and matrix. Phenocrysts of hornblende, and plagioclase are
altered along cleavage traces and grain boundaries. In the ground-
mass calcite occurs in fine-grained patches which display diffuse
grain boundaries. Bifurcating calcite veinlets and pockets are
particularly abundant in compact lavas, lacking calcite cement
(Fig. 3g). Argillic alteration is characterized by the formation of
clay minerals, at the expense of K-feldspars and plagioclase. Many
lath-like turbid phenocrysts with obscured twining, suggesting an
original plagioclase composition, are incipiently replaced by clay
minerals. Sanidine and anorthoclase appear to be more stable, and
still conserve their characteristic optical properties.
In addition to the field evidence for later secondary silicifcation
evident in many outcrops, such as quartz veins and stockworks,
other petrographic evidence supporting local silicification has also
been inferred. In a thin section, lenses, lines, and granules of
secondary quartz, interrupting fluxion lines of the pilotaxitic-
textured groundmass of many dacites, are found to be a common
characteristic of these rather banded flows. Furthermore, secondary
quartz and/or chalcedony forming veins and nests are not
uncommon. Such nests are up to 3 mm in size and are composed of
anhedral interlocking grains, 0.1e0.5 mm across (Fig. 3h).6. Petrographic characteristics of ore minerals
Fifty-two polished surfaces from the mineralized zones were
prepared and examined to identify the ore minerals present and
their distribution among these zones. The sulphide mineraliza-
tions in the investigated area vary according to the style of
mineralization at each zone as mentioned before. Most of the
collected surface samples contain very low, fine-grained
disseminated chalcopyrite, in addition to secondary copper
minerals, which is attributed to the oxidation of most sulphide
minerals in the oxidation zone. In contrast, the shallow shafts and
quartz stockwork samples contain rather disseminated to slightly
massive sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite and bornite as primary
sulphides, and covellite, chalcocite and malachite as supergene
products.
At the WGH sub-zone chalcopyrite and pyrite represent the
most important ore minerals in the quartz veins and their
surrounding metavolcanic rocks, plus small sporadic pockets of
galena and sphalerite. However, the sulphide minerals at the
footwall of the metavolcanic rocks at the same location are
completely altered to malachite and azurite. The ore minerals in
the quartz stockwork at the WS sub-zone are mainly chalcopyrite,
pyrite and little galena. On the other hand, the sheared rhyolitic
ignimbrite sheets contain almost only pyrite. At the WKF sub-
zone, the mineralized samples contain sphalerite, galena and little
chalcopyrite. Finally, sulphide minerals identified in the meta-
volcanic rocks of the WT mineralized zone are chalcopyrite,
chalcocite, covellite, bornite, galena and sphalerite.
Pyrite is a common sulphide mineral in many quartz veins,
stockwork, sheared rhyolitic ignimbrites and the surrounding met-
avolcanic rocks. It occurs as fine- to medium-grained subhedral to
euhedral crystals disseminated in host silicate matrix (Fig. 4a), andis commonly associated with chalcopyrite. It shows yellowish white
color, weak anisotropism and very high reflectance and is spongy
and pitted in some instances. Pyrite crystals are commonly highly
deformed and corroded especially in the mineralized samples, and
are sometimes altered to limonite and/or hematite.
Chalcopyrite is the common sulphide mineral in all the
mineralized rocks, with the exception of the sheared ignimbrites.
It occurs mainly either as subhedral to anhedral fine-grained
crystals, occasionally intergrown with pyrite, or sub-rounded and
irregular grains showing distinct twinning lamellae disseminated
in the regular and stockwork quartz veins respectively. In some
quartz viens, it forms patches of course-grained aggregates
embedded within chrysocola-filled fractures (Fig. 4b). Chalcopy-
rite also occurs as inclusions within sphalerite and magnetite
(Fig. 4c). Chalcopyrite crystals are seldom found intact, and in
turn are frequently partially altered along grain boundaries to
chalcocite and covellite (Fig. 4d and e). Bornite is occasionally
recorded, as elongated crystals of subhedral form, intergrown with
exsolved lamellar and bleb-like chalcopyrite (Fig. 4f).
Galena is a common sulphide mineral in the quartz vein and
the host metavolcanics of the WGH sub-zone, and the most
widespread one in the silicified metavolcanic rocks of the WT
zone. Galena forms massive pockets filling the microfractures and
groves in quartz veins, and occurs also as disseminated fine- to
medium-grained anhedral to subhedral crystals in the volcanic
host silicate matrix (Fig. 4g). Straight cleavage and curved grain
boundaries imply that neither conspicuous deformation nor
annealing has affected galena. Galena crystals are occasionally
associated with the secondary copper minerals covellite and
chalcocite.
Sphalerite occurs as subhedral crystals intermingled with
minute chalcopyrite crystals. Sometimes, sphalerite is enveloped
by secondary covellite rim (Fig. 4h). In some samples, minute
exsolved chalcopyrite blebs are found intergrown with sphalerite,
a texture known as “chalcopyrite disease” texture.
Chalcocite, covellite and chrysocola are the main alteration
products of the primary chalcopyrite (Fig. 4b, d and e). They occur
as thin irregular veins and encircling rims replacing primary
chalcopyrite and sometimes bornite. The most widespread of them
is chalcocite, which is the main copper sulphide mineral in the
silicified metarhyodacite rocks at the WT zone.
7. Geochemistry
7.1. Analytical methods
Fifteen fresh samples of the investigated metavolcanics were
chemically analyzed for major and minor elements and a variety
of trace and REE’s. Two samples are crystal- and lithic-poor
welded vitric tuffs (rhyolitic ignimbrites), while the reminders
are lava flows of various compositions. Samples have been
chemically analyzed for major elements, a variety of trace
elements, and some REE’s (La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Ho, Yb
and Lu). Major and trace elements were analyzed at the Depart-
ment of Environmental & Geosciences, Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary using Philips PW1400 sequential
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. Major oxide determinations
were carried out on fused lithium-metaborate discs, whereas trace
elements were determined on pressed powder pellets. International
reference rocks were used for calibration. Analytical precision, as
determined from replicate analyses, is generally better than 2%,
Figure 4 Photomicrographs showing different ore minerals under the ore microscope. (a) Disseminated subhedral pyrite crystals in sheared
rhyolitic ignimbrite. (b) Chalcopyrite crystals embedded in a matrix of chrysocola. (c) Martitized magnetite containing fine inclusion of chal-
copyrite. (d) Chalcopyrite crystal altered along its boundary into covellite. (e) Chalcopyrite crystals surrounded and partly replaced by chalcocite.
(f) Bornite crystal containing lamellar and bleb-like intergrowths of chalcopyrite. (g) Galena crystals embedded in a metarhyodacite silicate
matrix. (h) Sphalerite crystals altered and rimmed by covellite. Abbreviations; Pyrite (Py); Chalcopyrite (Cp); Chrysocolla (Ch); Magnetite (M);
Covellite (Cv); Chalcocite (Cc); Bornite (Bo); Galena (Ga); Sphalerite (Sp).
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Table 1 Major elements composition (wt.%), calculated CIPW normative minerals and some elemental ratios of the metavolcanic rocks of
Samra-Tarr area.
Rock type Andesite Trachyandesite Dacite Rhyolite Rhyolitic
ignimbrite
Average
Sample No. G11 F13 F14 S15 S12 F16 F7 S18 G9 K20 S21 F23 T25 G22 F24
SiO2 55.24 57.32 56.94 57.46 55.19 57.68 56.47 60.86 64.55 67.88 68.85 70.54 68.47 69.89 69.51 62.46
TiO2 1.14 1.09 1.06 1.2 1.15 0.98 1.05 1.13 1.04 0.42 0.48 0.42 0.52 0.39 0.36 0.83
Al2O3 16.76 16.25 17.12 15.97 17.83 16.78 16.02 15.53 15.26 15.18 15.75 15.26 14.71 15.15 15.08 15.91
Fe2O3 2.48 2.47 2.46 3.61 2.46 3.65 2.53 2.45 3.37 1.64 1.02 0.87 0.72 0.81 0.82 2.09
FeO 4.63 4.66 4.83 3.64 4.74 3.24 4.22 3.75 3.06 2.08 1.86 1.22 2.39 1.59 1.58 3.17
MnO 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.11
MgO 4.55 3.64 2.98 3.43 2.9 2.78 3.13 1.83 1.56 1.58 0.92 0.73 1.57 0.6 0.94 2.21
CaO 6.88 5.48 5.77 5.6 6.85 5.37 6.41 3.95 2.7 2.67 2.65 2.06 1.72 1.96 1.98 4.14
Na2O 3.42 3.92 3.96 3.89 4 4.27 4.14 4.05 4.36 4.77 4.35 4.57 5.14 4.58 4.92 4.29
K2O 1.81 1.91 2.03 2.25 1.77 2.13 2.81 3.13 3.7 3.55 3.61 4.06 3.48 3.78 4.32 2.96
P2O5 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.33 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.3 0.19 0.02 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.21
LOI 1.28 1.69 1.3 1.12 1.65 1.43 1.48 1.45 0.46 0.48 0.45 0.46 0.53 0.45 0.61 0.99
Total 98.6 98.82 98.84 98.62 98.89 98.67 98.63 98.55 100.33 100.41 100.2 100.45 99.47 99.45 100.39 99.35
A/CNK 0.82 0.88 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.74 0.9 0.96 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.92 0.9
K2O/Na2O 0.53 0.49 0.51 0.58 0.44 0.5 0.68 0.77 0.85 0.74 0.83 0.89 0.68 0.83 0.88 0.68
CIPW norm
Quartz 7.19 9.57 8.31 10.67 6.14 10.22 5 14.38 17.5 18.52 22.17 22.85 18.48 23.27 18.32 14.17
Anorthite 25.3 21.58 23.19 20.01 26.25 20.96 17.35 15.45 11.6 10.31 12.44 9.19 6.91 9.34 6.46 15.76
Orthoclase 11.04 11.68 12.41 13.66 10.77 12.97 17.13 19.09 21.62 20.85 21.42 24.04 20.83 22.61 25.85 17.73
Albite 29.83 34.25 34.6 33.76 34.8 37.15 36.06 35.31 36.42 40.05 36.9 38.67 43.95 39.14 41.93 36.85
Corundum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.27 0 0 0.26 0 0.04
Diopside 6.8 4.12 4.07 5.26 6.12 4.17 11.35 2.49 0.62 2.46 0 0.21 0.99 0 2.27 3.4
Hypersthene 13.38 12.46 11.16 8.27 9.56 6.73 6.78 6.8 4.72 4.73 4.24 2.7 6.6 3.36 3.09 6.97
Magnetite 3.71 3.7 3.68 5.37 3.67 5.44 3.78 3.66 5.25 2.36 1.48 1.26 1.05 1.19 1.19 3.12
Ilmenite 2.23 2.14 2.08 2.34 2.25 1.91 2.05 2.21 1.95 0.79 0.91 0.8 1 0.75 0.68 1.61
Apatite 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.81 0.59 0.59 0.64 0.74 0.45 0.05 0.41 0.41 0.32 0.29 0.34 0.51
Zircon 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04
Diff. index 48.06 55.5 55.32 58.09 51.71 60.34 58.19 68.78 75.54 79.42 80.49 85.56 83.26 85.02 86.1 68.76
Diff. index Z quartz þ orthoclase þ albite (after Thornton and Tuttle, 1960).
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which is better than 10%. Loss of ignition (L.O.I.) was determined
by heating the sample for 1.5 h at 1000 C in an electric furnace.
Iron was reported initially as total ferrous oxide (FeO*), and has
later been resolved into FeO and Fe2O3 using the iron oxidation
ratio equation adopted by Le Maitre (1976). The REE concen-
trations were determined by Neutron Activation technique with at
least two standard reference materials at the Institute of Nuclear
Techniques, Budapest University of Technology and Economics,
Hungary. All the obtained whole-rock major, trace and REE data
together with calculated CIPW norms, different geochemical
ratios and parameters of the investigated metavolcanics are
reported in Tables 1 and 2.7.2. Results
7.2.1. Major elements and classification
Since many of the critically vital major and trace elements (i.e.
Ca, Na, P, K, Sr, Ba, Rb, Mg and Si) are highly mobile during
weathering and hydrothermal alteration (Middelburg et al., 1988),
the analyzed samples have been tested using the alteration box
plot of Large et al. (2001). This graphic representation is based on
the combination of the alteration index developed by Ishikawaet al. (1976) and the chloriteecarbonateepyrite index (CCPI)
developed by Large et al. (2001). All of the rocks analyzed for this
study lie along a vertical trend within the field of least altered
rocks (Fig. 5).
Chemical classification using total alkalis versus silica (TAS)
diagram of Cox et al. (1979) shows that the studied volcanic
samples (SiO2 z55 wt.%e70.5 wt.%) are predominantly rhyo-
lites and andesites, and much less trachyandesites and dacite
(Fig. 4). On the Zr/TiO2eSiO2 diagram (not shown here) of
Winchester and Floyd (1977) the rhyolites plot in the rhyodacite/
dacite field and the trachyandesites in the andesite field. With the
exception of one sample, being classified as alkaline, all the other
samples belong to the subalkaline magma series in the sense of
Miyashiro (1978) (Fig. 6). Further, the studied metavolcanic show
high-K calc-alkaline character (Fig. 7a and b). Regarding alumina
saturation, these rocks have a prevalent metaluminous nature, as
indicated by their normative diopside and molar A/CNK
(average Z 0.9) and A/NK (>1) ratios (Table 1 and Fig. 7c).
The metavolcanics can be classified into two compositional
groups; andesite (including trachyandesite) and daciteerhyolite.
The andesite group (8 samples) is characterized by a limited range
of silica contents (55.24 wt.%e60.86 wt.%). Their contents of
Al2O3, MgO and CaO show quite variable ranges; 15.53%e
17.83%, 1.83%e4.55% and 3.95%e6.88% respectively. On the
Table 2 Trace and REE elements contents (ppm) and some elemental ratios of the metavolcanic rocks of Samra-Tarr area.
Rock type Andesite Trachyandesite Dacite Rhyolite Rhyolitic
ignimbrite
Average
Sample No. G11 F13 F14 S15 S12 F16 F7 S18 G9 K20 S21 F23 T25 G22 F24
Cr 119 118 62 134 112 15 65 105 127 120 126 102 77 124 71 98.47
Ni 86 42 15 59 36 12 25 34 25 33 26 5 6 4 22 28.67
Co 32 32 27 28 27 22 19 16 9 7 11 4 3 2 3 16.11
Sc 18.49 15.39 15.37 15.53 17.42 17.88 18.53 12.49 10.69 9.94 10.66 7.88 4.77 4.44 4.72 12.28
V 191 159 178 149 159 168 167 99 65 56 67 35 21 21 27 104.13
Cu 111 61 39 33 46 29 23 28 7 3 9 4 3 2 3 26.73
Pb 14 17 16 14 16 48 18 19 13 8 15 29 23 23 9 18.8
Zn 82 68 97 80 68 99 89 94 108 18 109 99 105 69 17 80.13
Ba 517 685 529 464 459 571 564 524 722 776 724 793 802 775 756 644.07
Rb 42 44 44 56 39 49 77 81 79 92 83 103 100 101 106 73.07
Sr 768 699 709 554 707 703 513 458 496 331 493 338 334 368 369 522.67
Nb 5 5 4 4 8 11 11 10 13 8 15 7 13 7 11 8.74
Ga 21.55 6.61 24.78 24.25 15.72 28.9 19.41 27.55 25.67 15.89 25.78 19.52 22.88 19.07 20.56 21.21
Zr 189 179 178 155 192 199 263 289 266 189 268 226 217 205 266 218.73
Y 22 20 18 17 27 29 36 28 27 23 28 21 20 13 27 23.73
Hf 4.88 3.32 3.94 3.97 4.99 5.26 6.28 6.89 6.98 4.54 7.11 6.29 5.74 5.44 6.14 5.45
Th 4.8 3.22 3.22 3.12 4.11 3.99 6.32 6.6 7.55 5.4 7.57 10.82 11.09 10.44 7.78 6.4
U 1.5 1.27 1.22 1.13 1.25 1.83 2.38 2.42 2.16 1.6 2.17 3.3 3.62 3.52 2.42 2.12
Cs 2.07 3.52 2.2 3.36 2.77 1.95 2.54 2.4 4.97 0.9 4.89 3.44 3.08 2.89 0.78 2.78
Ta 0.7 0.59 0.62 0.57 0.74 0.44 1.14 1.03 1.01 0.58 1.03 0.88 1.03 1.02 0.67 0.8
Rb/Sr 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.1 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.28 0.17 0.3 0.3 0.27 0.29 0.17
Zr/Hf 38.73 53.92 45.14 39.04 38.48 37.83 41.88 41.94 38.11 41.63 37.69 35.93 37.8 37.68 43.32 40.61
Y/Nb 4.4 4.08 4.5 4.72 3.53 2.63 3.27 2.8 2.08 2.88 1.87 3 1.54 1.86 2.45 3.04
La 27.58 27.52 32.28 23.24 22.11 19.61 29.81 31.26 34.75 21.11 35.45 31.26 34.08 30.65 28.49 28.61
Ce 63.85 48.08 69.28 53.02 48.06 46.47 63.86 65.19 78.27 47.25 77.97 65.18 70.56 63.59 57.62 61.22
Nd 29.72 24.58 34.26 27.28 27.01 24.58 31.19 31.21 42.28 24.68 38.72 31.23 42.84 34.39 26.81 31.39
Sm 5.22 4.23 6.53 5.73 5.68 4.71 6.93 7.27 6.11 3.66 5.19 7.27 6.18 4.27 4.22 5.55
Eu 1.42 1.34 1.45 1.72 1.65 1.32 1.82 1.58 1.54 0.98 1.21 1.58 1.12 1.04 0.93 1.38
Gd 4.11 3.76 3.66 4.62 4.81 3.63 5.72 5.87 4.97 3.32 3.32 5.86 4.21 3.11 2.61 4.24
Tb 0.58 0.53 0.57 0.7 0.72 0.53 0.84 0.89 0.72 0.48 0.52 0.89 0.68 0.42 0.43 0.63
Ho 0.79 0.74 0.79 0.97 0.95 0.69 1.09 1.18 1.03 0.74 0.66 1.18 0.88 0.57 0.61 0.86
Yb 2.08 1.79 1.88 2.58 2.58 1.89 3.06 3.22 2.67 2.04 1.98 3.19 2.26 1.81 1.77 2.32
Lu 0.31 0.26 0.27 0.44 0.38 0.32 0.53 0.52 0.43 0.37 0.27 0.52 0.42 0.32 0.28 0.38
SREE 135.66 112.83 150.97 120.3 113.95 103.75 144.85 148.19 172.77 104.63 165.29 148.16 163.23 140.17 123.77 136.57
Eu/Eu* 0.94 1.04 0.91 1.03 0.97 0.98 0.89 0.74 0.86 0.85 0.89 0.74 0.67 0.88 0.86 0.88
(La/Yb)N 8.84 10.27 11.43 5.99 5.71 6.92 6.49 6.46 8.66 6.89 11.92 6.54 10.03 11.29 10.71 8.54
(La/Sm)N 3.34 4.1 3.11 2.55 2.45 2.62 2.71 2.7 3.58 3.63 4.3 2.71 3.47 4.52 4.25 3.34
(Gd/Yb)N 1.65 1.75 1.62 1.49 1.56 1.6 1.56 1.52 1.55 1.36 1.4 1.53 1.55 1.43 1.23 1.52
Eu/Eu* Z EuN=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SmN  GdN
p
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4.27% (Na2O) and 1.77% and 3.13% (K2O). The daciteerhyolite
group is also characterized by fairly variable SiO2 contents
(64.55 wt.%e70.54 wt.%), whereas the Al2O3, MgO, CaO, Na2O
and K2O contents are less variable and show fluctuation within
narrow ranges of values (Table 1). Fig. 8 shows major oxides
Harker-type variation diagrams of the studied samples, from
which it is evident that Al2O3, CaO, Fe2O3, FeO, MgO and TiO2
are negatively correlated with increasing SiO2. Conversely, K2O
and Na2O show a regular increase with the progressive ascending
in silica contents. The trends in general show slight scatter (e.g.
Fe2O3), and almost all the data are characterized by obvious
smooth curved and inflected profiles. The abrupt variations in
slope are superimposed on the andesiteedacite compositional gap(around 63 wt.% SiO2), and are produced dominantly by removal
of certain mineral phases during fractional crystallization.
7.2.2. Trace elements
The trace element abundances of the volcanic samples are given in
Table 2. Plots of SiO2 versus some selected incompatible trace
elements concentrations are illustrated in Fig. 9. The LILE, Ba
and Rb show a fairly linear positive correlation, whereas Sr
exhibits an apparent declination with increasing SiO2, reflecting
the removal of plagioclase. Alternatively, the high field strength
(HFS) elements (Nb, Zr and Y) display somewhat scattered trends,
with little variations in their concentrations among samples of the
same rock group (andesites vs. daciteserhyolites). The abun-
dances of these three HFSEs are not correlated well with
Figure 5 Plots of the studied metavolcanics on the alteration box
diagram (Large et al., 2001). Inset box shows field of least altered
rocks with a line separating felsic and intermediate rock types based
on their plots on the TAS classification diagram in Fig. 6. Alteration
Index Z 100  (K2O þ MgO)/(K2O þ MgO þ Na2O þ CaO),
chloriteecarbonateepyrite (CCP) index Z 100  (MgO þ FeO*)/
(MgO þ FeO*þNa2O þ K2O).
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relatively coherent trends as they show slight enrichment with
increasing SiO2 in andesites, then begin to drop in the more
evolved rocks (Fig. 9).
Incompatible trace element spider diagrams for both the
andesite and the daciteerhyolite groups, normalized to primitive
mantle (Sun and McDonough, 1989) are shown in Fig. 10. The
patterns of both groups have similar step-like profiles consisting of
two sub-parallel segments or arrays of elements due to selective
enrichment of the incompatible elements at the left-hand side of Sr
(LILE, Th, U and LREE) over the more compatible ones to the
right. However, the daciteerhyolite group seems to be slightly
enriched in incompatible elements by several orders of magnitude
relative to andesites. In both patterns, heavy rare earth elementsFigure 6 Classification of the Samra-Tarr metavolcanics using total
alkalis vs. silica (TAS) diagram (Cox et al., 1979), with the discrim-
inating boundary between alkaline and subalkaline/tholeiitic magma
series after Miyashiro (1978).
Figure 7 Chemical classification of the studied volcanics using; (a)
The Co vs. Th diagram (Hastie et al., 2007). (b) The K2O vs. SiO2
classification scheme of Peccerillo and Taylor (1976). (c) The A/CNK
vs. A/NK plot (Maniar and Piccol, 1989).(HREEs) are generally the most depleted, reaching levels slightly
higher than the normalizing values (<10 primitive mantle). The
two spider diagrams have pronounced Nb, P and Ti troughs, and
less obvious depletions in Sr and LaeCe. Phosphorous shows the
utmost depletion, reaching in daciteerhyolite group, levels as low
as and below that of primitive mantle.
7.2.3. Rare earth elements (REEs)
The concentrations of a representative set of the rare earth elements
(La, Ce, and Nd for LREE; Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb and Ho for MREE; Yb
and Lu for HREE) for all of the studied metavolcanic samples in
ppm are given in Table 2. Also, their summation (SREE), Eu
anomaly measure (Eu/Eu*) and other significant C1-chondrite-
normalized REE’s ratios (McDonough and Sun, 1995) are further
Figure 8 Major elements vs. silica variation diagrams of the investigated volcanics.
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dances of total REE’s (104e173 ppm; averageZ 137 ppm), similar
to other calc-alkaline I-type felsic to intermediate volcanics erupted
elsewhere (Table 2).
The REE patterns of each of the two groups (andesites vs.
daciteerhyolite) are almost parallel, and the patterns of both are
further significantly similar (Fig. 11). However, daciteerhyolite
patterns are more fractionated and LREE-enriched with a rather
steeper slope, and exhibit more pronounced, even delicate, nega-
tive Eu anomalies of comparable magnitudes (Fig. 11). The degree
of REE fractionation, as expressed by the chondrite-normalized
(La/Yb)N ratio, varies between a most fractionated of 11.92 and
least fractionated of 5.71 and is 8.54 on average (Table 2), which
reflects the moderately fractionated nature of these volcanics. La
concentrations (20e36 ppm) vary between about 65 and 115 times
chondrite value, while Lu (0.26e0.53 ppm) ranges between 9 and
17 times chondrite value.The degree of light REE fractionation is moderate with fairly
steep slope pattern [(La/Sm)N Z 2.62e4.52], while the heavy
REE are very weakly fractionated with almost flat pattern
{(Gd/Yb)N Z 1.23e1.75}. It is worthy to mention that the daci-
teerhyolite group patterns are more LREE-fractionated and less
HREE-fractionated than those of andesites (Fig. 11, Table 2).
Andesites have negligible minor, both positive and negative, Eu
anomalies (Eu/Eu* Z 0.0.74e1.04, average Z 0.94). In contrast,
daciteerhyolites display marked negative Eu anomalies of
comparable magnitudes (Eu/Eu* Z 0.67e0.88, average Z 0.82).
Negative Eu anomalies are chiefly controlled by feldspar fraction-
ation, particularly in felsic magmas, as Eu is compatible in
plagioclase and K-feldspars (Kd’s are 5.41 and 4.45 respectively
according to Nash and Crecraft, 1985). These negative Eu anom-
alies are ascribed to the removal of feldspar from the melt by crystal
fractionation or the partial melting of a rock in which feldspar is
retained in the source (Ragland, 1989; Wilson, 1989; Rollinson,
Figure 9 Harker variation diagrams of some selected trace elements for the Samra-Tarr metavolcanics.
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feldspar accumulation or assimilation of feldspar-rich material
(Ragland, 1989).
8. Discussion
8.1. Petrogenetic implications
Table 2 reveals that the studied samples display a wide range of
Rb/Sr ratios (0.5e0.29) with an average of 0.17. Some of the
calculated Rb/Sr values are quite higher than lower and middle
continental crust which have Rb/Sr ratios of 0.12 and 0.22
respectively (Rudnick and Fountain, 1995; Wedepohl, 1995),
indicating a role of the upper continental crust in their genesis, as
the crust can be regarded as being vertically zoned with Rb/Sr
increasing upward (Blevin and Chappell, 1995). Y/Nb ratio is
a critical criterion in discrimination between crustal- and mantle-
derived rocks. Y/Nb ratios of the studied volcanics vary between
a minimum of 1.87 and a maximum of 4.5 (Table 2), which
indicates their exclusive derivation from crustal protolith as
crustal-derived rocks have Y/Nb ratio greater than 1.2 (Eby, 1990,
1992). Most of the samples have Zr/Hf ratios within the narrow
range of 33e40 typifying that of most igneous rocks including thevalues of chondrites (36e38) (Jochum et al., 1986; Dostal and
Chatterjee, 2000; Weyer et al., 2003). However, six of the
studied samples have extraordinary superchondritic values that
further surpass the average of crustal rocks (>40; Table 2). Such
deviation from chondritic value is rare and may be most likely
ascribed to crystal fractionation involving accessory phases
(Wolff, 1984). Since Zr/Hf is known to specify magma-
ticehydrothermal transitional environments (Taylor, 1965; Bau,
1996), and as Zr/Hf ratios shift toward smaller ratios (<20)
under the effect of hydrothermal alteration (Bau, 1996; Irber,
1999), the investigated samples (Zr/Hf; 37.68e53.92) were most
likely not subjected to critical post-magmatic alterations, in
concordance with the previously mentioned results in this work.
The marked negative Nb anomaly (Fig. 10) is a characteristic
feature of subduction zone volcanic rocks or typical continental
crust, whereas the depletions in P, Sr and Ti are likely attributed to
crystal fractionation of apatite, plagioclase and ilmenite and/or
rutile respectively during petrogenesis. Also, the negative Ti
anomaly is typical of continental crust generated in a subduction
zone environment and is inherited during subsequent modification
of the crust (e.g. Green and Pearson, 1986). Conversely, Pb displays
exceedingly high positive anomaly (100e900 primitive mantle).
This enrichment (PbZ 8e48 ppm), provides an additional evidence
of a major rule of the continental crust during the genesis of these
Figure 10 Mantle-normalized multi-element patterns for the Samra-Tarr metavolcanics. Normalization values from Sun and McDonough
(1989).
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(Zartman and Doe, 1981; Lubala et al., 1994). Furthermore, the
weak fractionation ofHREEand their relative non-depletion, as they
are comparable to middle REE (Fig. 11), suggest the absence of
garnet in the source, since HREEs are highly compatible in garnet,
and consequently crustal parental sources rather thanmantle source.
8.2. Tectonic setting
The Samra-Tarr metavolcanic rocks display many of the chemical
characteristics of the magmas generated at subduction-related
settings. These include their calc-alkaline nature, strong enrich-
ment of low ionic potential elements (e.g. Cs, Rb Ba, Th, K and U)
and depletion in elements of high ionic potential (e.g. Zr, Nb, Y,
Ti, REE) relative to typical primitive mantle values, deep negative
Nb anomalies (Fig. 10), light REE-enriched patterns and weak
fractionation of MREE and HREE (Fig. 11). Also, the high-K
calc-alkaline affinity and the prevailing crustal component of
their parental magma, strongly point to their eruption at conti-
nental (active continental margin), rather than oceanic setting
(Pearce et al., 1984). However, the studied samples are plotted on
a series of tectonic discrimination diagrams (Fig. 12), which areappropriate for magmas of intermediateefelsic composition, to
confirm their paleotectonic environment.
Plotting the samples on the BaeLa diagram of Gill (1981),
which discriminates between N-MORB, E-MORB and orogenic
andesites (Fig. 12a), reveals that all of them are orogenic high-K
andesites. The K2O/Na2O ratio values of the studied meta-
volcanics are less than 1.0, varying within the narrow range of
0.44e0.88, similar to the calc-alkaline rocks of active continental
margins (Baker, 1982). Pearce (1982) suggested the use of a simple
bivariant plot of Ti against Zr in intermediate and acid volcanic
rocks for recognition of volcanic arc and within-plate settings.
Furthermore, the volcanic arc lavas never reach the higher Ti
contents of the within-plate lavas for any given Zr concentration,
due to the early crystallization of magnetite. Fig. 12b shows the
relationship between these two immobile elements, in which the
majority of the studied metavolcanics are plotted in the volcanic arc
lava field. Schandl and Gorton (2002) employed some immobile
HFS elements (Ta, Yb, Th, and Hf), to discriminate felsic to
intermediate volcanic rocks (54 wt.%e77 wt.% SiO2) from oceanic
arcs, active continental margins, and within-plate volcanic zones
(Fig. 12c and d). On their Yb versus Th/Ta diagram, the investi-
gated metavolcanic rocks plot mainly in the active continental
Figure 11 Chondrite-normalized REE diagrams for the Samra-Tarr metavolcanics. Chondrite normalization values are from McDonough and
Sun (1995).
I.H. Khalifa et al. / Geoscience Frontiers 2(3) (2011) 385e402 399margins field, although some (e.g., four andesitic samples) fall into
the field of within-plate volcanic zone (Fig. 12c). Data of Ta vs. Th
diagram show the tendency of Th enrichment relative to Ta for all
the studied samples (Fig. 12d), most likely owing to the influence of
the Th-rich fluids in the subduction zone, and are hence conclu-
sively discriminated as active continental margin volcanics.Figure 12 Discrimination diagrams illustrating tectonic setting of the stu
(Pearce, 1982). (c & d) Yb vs. Th/Ta and Ta vs. Th respectively (Schand8.3. Concluding remarks on the origin of mineralization
In the present study, we have found some evidence supporting the
epigenetic formation of the base metal sulphide mineralization in
the metavolcanics of Samra-Tarr area by hydrothermal solutions
associatedwith thevolcanic activity related to subduction processes.died Samra-Tarr metavolcanics. (a) Ba vs. La (Gill, 1981). (b) Zr vs. Ti
l and Gorton, 2002).
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associated with felsic volcanism are thought to be formed at
convergent plate margins in island arcs or continental margins, with
a preferential association of VMS deposits with the most differen-
tiated phases of a calc-alkaline magma (e.g. Sawkins, 1976;
Hutchinson, 1973; Sillitoe, 1973; Sangster and Scott, 1976;
Lydon, 1988; Lentz, 1996). The investigated metavolcanic rocks
are interpreted as acid to intermediate metavolcanic rocks of calc-
alkaline nature formed in volcanic arc regime, and therefore they
are suitable rocks for hosting volcanogenic sulphidemineralization.
The sulphide minerals present in the form of low-grade dissem-
inations and occasionally as semi-massive deposits. The dissemi-
nated nature of these sulphides prevents, to some extent, deduction of
their paragenetic sequence except in some little intergrowth of pyrite
with chalcopyrite or between chalcopyrite and sphalerite.
The presence of stockwork mineralization at WS ore zone is
clearly epigenetic although it may represent the footwall part of
the mineralization, similar to many massive sulphide deposits all
over the world (cf. Zengqian et al., 2003; Lentz and McCutcheon,
2006; Gibson and Galley, 2007).
The base metal sulphide mineralization (CuePbeZn) occurs
mainly in NW-trending shear zones in the different mineralized
localities and the mineralization is more or less localized at the
intersection of this trend with anNE-trending fractures. These shear
zones seem to be the pathways for the hydrothermal solution.
The Samra-Tarr area was subjected to low-grade meta-
morphism which helped in remobilization of the primary sulphide
minerals and subsequently the oxidation of the primary copper
minerals into the secondary minerals such as malachite, azurite,
chrysocola, covellite and chalcocite.9. Conclusions
The main conclusions from the present study can be summarized
as follows:
1 The metavolcanics, hosting base metal sulphide mineralization,
exposed in Samra-Tarr area consist of slightly metamorphosed
varicolored porphyritic flows of rhyoliteeandesite composition,
associated with a range of pyroclastics of quite similar
composition.
2 Petrographically, the lava flows are discriminated into rhyo-
lites, rhyodacites, dacites, trachyandesites and quartz andes-
ites, while the majority of pyroclastics are represented by
various kinds of tuffs.
3 The sulphide mineralizations occur in two major ore zones,
and are represented by four distinct styles of mineralization.
4 The associated hydrothermal alterations include petrographi-
cally identified carbonatization, silicification, sericitic and
argillic alterations, with no distinct zonation in the field.
5 The sulphide minerals occur either as low-grade disseminations
or less commonly in small massive pockets, and comprise
sphalerite, galena chalcopyrite and bornite as primary sulphides,
and covellite, chalcocite and malachite as supergene products.
6 Geochemically, the least altered metavolcanic host rocks are
classified as high-K calc-alkaline, metaluminous rhyolites,
dacites, trachyandesites and andesites.
7 Trace elements characteristics of these volcanics strongly
point to their derivation from crustal protoliths, with little or
no participation from mantle materials, in an active conti-
nental margin setting.8 The base metal sulphide mineralization in the metavolcanics
of Samra-Tarr area is epigenetic, formed by hydrothermal
solutions associated with subduction-related volcanic activity.Acknowledgments
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